
Using Windows XP Yields Higher Risk Than Before

The usage of the internet has undergone a transformation in the last 13 years since Windows XP was
released. It expanded from 361 million to more than 2.4 billion users. As the internet has become an
integral part of our society today, we need to be ready to face its dark side as well. There is a growing
threat to the security of our networks online. Typically, Microsoft offers 10 years of support for business
and developer products from the date of its release, while five years of support for consumer, hardware
and multimedia products once they are available in the market. The support helps users stay shielded
from any security threats. But, all the good things come to an end. In a similar way,Microsoft is planning
to cease its extended support for Windows XP Service Pack 3 on April 8, 2014.

What this means is there will be no more updates from Microsoft to repair the security flaws for
consumers using Windows XP SP3, while hackers can easily attack Windows XP systems. Anti-malware
will no longer be able to combat the malware attacks infecting your computer. An example of the disaster
caused by malware infection can be observed in the case of Windows XP SP2 when Microsoft ended its
support on July 13, 2010. During the platform’s release, it benefited from a number of security
enhancements. However, the withdrawal of support from Microsoft caused Windows XP SP2 a
significant reduction in its users count. Today, it holds the highest malware infection rate of all the
Windows operating systems. Without any life support from Microsoft, Windows XP security is set to fail.
The security implications of using Windows XP should definitely be considered before continuing to use
this software. The newer operating systems such as Windows 7 and Windows 8 are more effective in
mitigating threats than Windows XP, which has become almost obsolete now.

There are other solutions, and you can always switch to a modern operating system equipped with the
latest software security tools. Let’s look at the security features that different operating systems have:

 Windows 8: Windows Defender application has been enhanced to protect computer systems
against any kind of malware. Secure Boot is another feature that increases the system’s security
by not allowing any unauthorized software run during boot time. Measured Boot helps to verify
any kind of malware on the computer by providing a detailed log of startup components loaded
ahead of the anti-malware driver.

 Windows 7: Using Applocker feature enables the administrator to execute rules, permitting only
certain users to run an application in the organization.This could prevent vulnerable and
unauthorized applications from running in the desktop environment.

 Windows Vista: User Account Control is a feature introduced in Windows Vista. This feature
alerts the administrator if some change occurs that requires administrator’s permission. This way,
the administrator can be in control of his or her computer. Another security feature is bitlocker
drive encryption, which encrypts the hard drive and blocks unauthorized access to it. Data
remains protected, regardless of the computer being lost or stolen.


